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This essay places the Trump administration’s immigration and refugee policy in the context of a resurgent ethnonationalist movement in America as well as the constitutional politics of the past. In particular, it argues that Trumpism’s suspicion of foreigners who are Hispanic or Muslim, its move toward indefinite detention and separation of families, and its disdain for so-called “chain migration” are best understood as part of an assault on the political settlement of the 1960s. These efforts at demographic control are being pursued unilaterally, however, without sufficient evidence there is a broad and lasting desire on the part of the people to alter the fundamental values generated during that period. In order to withstand Trumpism’s challenges, we will have to better understand the Immigration and Naturalization Act’s origins as an integral component of the civil rights revolution. When we revisit this history, we learn that this settlement introduced three principles into the immigration context: equality, a presumption of cultural compatibility, and family integrity. These crucial principles must be made part of any judicial evaluation of a president’s policies—especially those conducted unilaterally.
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INTRODUCTION

There is a transformation underway in the United States, but not everyone recognizes the scope of the challenge or understands how we have reached this point. It is an ambitious effort that spans a broad range of policies, institutions, and constitutional doctrines. That plan is to overthrow the political settlement of the 1960s, which brought us the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Voting Rights Act of 1965, and the Civil Rights Act of 1968—landmark laws that codified the grassroots push for racial equality in the areas of employment, voting, and housing. Collectively, these laws are understood today as the legal achievements of the civil rights revolution.

The reaction against this constitutional settlement began almost immediately. At the time that President Lyndon B. Johnson expended most of his political capital to ensure passage of these laws, he knew there would be backlash, the kind that would damage his own party’s electoral fortunes. America would come to support racial equality, but that principle has encountered, and so far survived, episodic resistance. Party realignment followed, as skepticism of equality became channeled through the national Republican Party as six of the next nine administrations following Johnson’s have been Republican. While Johnson’s ignominious handling of America’s involvement in Vietnam cut short the Democratic Party’s ability to fulfill the promise of the Great Society, many of the policies inscribed fundamental values and set in motion chains of events that even political resistance could not completely roll back.

Now, the Trump administration has opened a new front in the battle to dislodge the Immigration and Naturalization Act of 1965 (Immigration Act or Hart-Celler Act). This watershed legislation repudiated the national-origin quotas of the Immigration Act of 1924 that had long been considered racist, as well as the long-standing preference for migrants from northern and western Europe, along with the associated logic that immigrants from elsewhere were culturally incompatible and that they and their families could be treated differently. However, this monumental achievement has not been widely appreciated as part of America’s civil rights legacy. Most accounts of this period leave out the crucial changes wrought by this law, as well as the criticisms of the older immigration regime. Like its domestic counterparts, the Immigration Act aimed to

---

create America as "a place where people can live in dignity and without fear."2

As just one example, Bruce Ackerman, who treats the Civil Rights Acts as the equivalent of informal constitutional amendments, never mentions the Immigration Act in his work on this period.3 The 1964 Civil Rights Act and the Voting Rights Act of 1965, Ackerman writes, revived and codified the "lost logic" of the "anti-humiliation principle" announced in Brown v. Board of Education.4 And yet the Immigration Act, which extends the same principle to cover foreigners—at least those with some contact with the United States because of their families or their opportunities—plays no part in his narrative of this epoch and no role in his theory of constitutional change. It is a glaring omission, for the same architects of the domestic civil rights laws of the 60s also designed the Immigration Act to expand the rights of equality, dignity, and family autonomy. And the same coalition that pressed for legislative action to reduce inequities in so many other areas of American life approved the Immigration Act as part of the same political project.5

Our collective failure to appreciate the Immigration Act’s origins as part of the civil rights revolution has left its transformative quality not only poorly understood by many Americans, but also politically and jurisprudentially isolated. It has kept the Immigration Act from fulfilling its intended role in helping to create an egalitarian society, even as


3. See generally Bruce Ackerman, 3 We the People: The Civil Rights Revolution 40–41 (2014).

4. Id. at 137.

5. Ackerman is not alone in this. The Immigration Act of 1965 is also missing from the account of “super-statutes” offered by William Eskridge and John Ferejohn. See generally William N. Eskridge, Jr. & John Ferejohn, Super-Statutes, 50 DUKE L.J. 1215 (2001). Additionally, many leading biographers of Kennedy and Johnson omit their work on immigration or mention it only in passing. See, e.g., Robert Dallek, An Unfinished Life: John F. Kennedy, 1917–1963 (2003); Richard Reeves, President Kennedy: Profile of Power (1994); While we wait on Robert Caro’s fifth volume of Johnson’s biography covering 1964-65, it is worth noting that Volume 4 does not mention immigration reform at all. When he writes of Johnson’s “victories in the fight for social justice,” he mentions the 1964 Civil Rights Act and 1965 Voting Rights Act, along with other bills that do not address immigration. Robert A. Caro, The Years of Lyndon Johnson: The Passage of Power 604 (2013). An exception is Rogers Smith, who briefly observes that the politics of equal respect is “clearly expressed” in these landmark laws, including “the 1965 Immigration Act.” Rogers M. Smith, Civic Ideals: Conflicting Visions of Citizenship in U.S. History 473 (1997). Hugh Graham says more, including immigration reform among the “triumphant reforms of 1964–65” that were all “based on the principle of nondiscrimination by race or national origin.” Hugh Davis Graham, Collision Course: The Strange Convergence of Affirmative Action and Immigration Policy in America 7 (2002).
immigration policy has fallen into a confusing state of conflicting interests. It gets worse. Now, with the erosion of institutional protections of basic values surrounding the treatment of migrants once afforded by the Republican Party and Congress, this part of the civil rights legacy has suddenly become vulnerable to unilateral assault by a president who doesn’t accept the hard-won principles laid down in that era.

Lawyers and academics certainly share the blame for not doing more to highlight the connections between these titanic laws enacted during the same historical moment. For a long time, this aspect of the 1960s settlement was not actively opposed by leading figures in the Republican party. This fact can be seen not only in the success of occasional bipartisan immigration reform bills throughout the 1980s and 90s, but also in the favorable ways that Republican presidents once talked about immigration. The key point here is that it’s not just laissez-faire economics that held together the coalition on immigration—there is also a basic set of deeply-rooted principles concerning an egalitarian polity and the family’s role in a democracy that politicians of both parties embraced.

But things began to change when the United States entered the Age of Terror, and the momentum has picked up significantly with the ascendance of Trumpism. While the plan to undermine the 1960s settlement has been decades in the making, the current president—by seeking to restore a set of marginalized values through autocratic methods—has targeted immigration and refugee policy as the new front for eroding foundational principles. The previous two presidents (George W. Bush and Barack Obama) could not achieve bipartisan immigration reform, and the current president has shown no serious interest in meeting the opposition party halfway. To the contrary, President Donald Trump has decided to go it alone on immigration, using the powers of the

6. For example, in 2006, then-President George W. Bush urged Congress to enact immigration reform and described “the vast majority of illegal immigrants” as “decent people who work hard, support their families, practice their faith, and lead responsible lives.” Instead of painting them as interlopers, he called them “part of American life,” though they may be “beyond the reach and protection of American law.” George W. Bush, Speech on Immigration (May 15, 2006) (transcript available at https://www.nytimes.com/2006/05/15/washington/15text-bush.html[https://perma.cc/SZU2-G4Z6]). Or as Ronald Reagan said in 1980, standing with the Statue of Liberty as a backdrop:

Others came to America in different ways, from other lands, under different, often harrowing conditions, but this place symbolizes what they all managed to build, no matter where they came from or how they came or how much they suffered. . . . They brought with them courage, ambition and the values of family, neighborhood, work, peace and freedom. They came from different lands but they shared the same values, the same dream.

presidency to unsettle that aspect of the civil rights legacy, despite widespread support for that political achievement. Similarly, he has put appointees in crucial positions for the purpose of returning to a highly selective "country-of-origin" approach to immigration policy and to treat Hispanic and Muslim migrants differently from other immigrants, often based on vague assertions of group-based threat.

Americans are now reaping the fruits of our own inattention. A first-time presidential candidate, who had never held elected office, rode a wave of grassroots dissatisfaction with demographic changes all the way to the White House, despite losing the popular vote. Trump campaigned on ethno-nationalist themes shared by other right-wing candidates throughout Europe. He promised to force others to bend to his will on matters like immigration and trade, and to act alone if others disagreed. By outflanking his opponents to their right on such issues, he bet his presidency on taking a hardline view on every matter that arguably implicated American demographics and foreign trade: refugee policy that discriminates on the basis of religion and country of origin,\(^7\) expanded use of detention camps for unauthorized migrants, family separation as deterrence, renewed discrimination against the poor, ending automatic citizenship for the children of soldiers and federal workers born in another country,\(^8\) and trying to build a physical wall along the southern border. President Trump has undertaken virtually all of these initiatives on his own, without the express support of Congress.

Ominously, the Supreme Court gave Trump a victory on his signature issue when it employed a highly deferential approach to judicial review and upheld the president's unilateral travel ban against several Muslim-majority countries.\(^9\) That narrow 5-4 victory in *Trump v. Hawaii* has not chastened the president or his allies; to the contrary, it has emboldened hardliners to do more before the clock on Trump's presidency runs out. Meanwhile, the rest of the federal judiciary has been left to grapple with a wide range of efforts to seize decisive control of immigration policymaking from Congress.

---


As we approach the end of Trump’s first term in office, the judges he has appointed will have more opportunities to weigh in on his unilateral actions. Culled from among conservative jurists who grew up as part of the reaction to the civil rights movement, they are already steeped in the ideological ferment of post-sixties conservatism. But some could have an even harder edge, believers in the efficacy of the national security state or perhaps even in the virtues of an America where political powers remains decisively in the hands of white voters. These judges may be willing to back the president’s play to seize whatever power can still be exerted constitutionally over the country’s demographics and ratify further weakening of the anti-discrimination principle.

What accounts for the neglect that has left us so flat-footed? Part of it comes from the proponents of changes to the nation’s immigration laws back in the 1960s, who generally played down the significance of those reforms. Some commentators have taken those statements at face value rather than treat them as strategic comments intended to assuage anxieties about the changing makeup of America. Part of this silo-style approach to understanding our political history has to do with a nagging tendency to see civil rights laws as internal matters, and immigration as regulation of external matters. Perhaps some of this mistake is the byproduct of a quite understandable desire to honor the hard work of civil rights protesters who put their lives and bodies on the line for racial equality.

But as some observers have finally started to point out, the massive changes in immigration law during the 1960s had everything to do with the civil rights movement. The architects of the Great Society believed that the changes to immigration law flowed naturally from the egalitarian premises that drove the enactment of those other civil rights laws.

Furthermore, pro-equality activists were a far more interesting bunch than just the famous figures most often written about in the history books. A broader view of the civil rights movement, too, shows that many members of the coalition had a transnational account of equality and justice. For this coalition—which included religious believers, union members, and Cold War warriors—the imperative to do the work of equality did not stop at the border; defeating Jim Crow was just the beginning. As a matter of good history and accurate theory of popular sovereignty, then, the Immigration Act should be understood as part of an intended durable political settlement.

Certainly critics on the right see the far-reaching effects of immigration reform, even if they treat the Hart-Celler Act as nothing more than an ordinary piece of legislation that can be circumvented or cast aside. Many also talk as if the demographic changes ushered by the Immigration Act of 1965 were totally unanticipated. These figures have taken aim squarely at the law, preferring to take us back to the 1924 regime of immigration regulation, where national origin discrimination and racial supremacy was a regular feature of demographic control. Before Trump tapped him for Attorney General, Jeff Sessions spent decades working with anti-immigration groups warning Americans about not only the presence of undocumented aliens, but also the increase of non-white immigration since 1965. He issued reports expressing alarm about the rising ratio of “foreign-born” to “native-born” people in America and arguing that “[the United States] passed a law that went far beyond what anybody realized in 1965, and we’re on the path to surge far past what the situation was in 1924.” His message was unmistakable and established the blueprint for the current administration: roll back immigration to its pre-1965 methods, logic, and results.

This is the political history against which we must understand the Trump administration’s efforts to alter immigration law unilaterally. It is critical background that is almost always left out of today’s reporting and judicial decision making. The current administration’s latest push to expand immigration-related policies to the detriment of “public

---


charges," or to move to indefinite detention of migrants, or even to end birthright citizenship by executive order, are not random moves, but rather part of this concerted effort to dislodge the political settlement of the 1960s. Ostensibly, administration officials say they are acting within the existing legal framework created by Congress and, taken in isolation, certain actions may seem to be. But in both tenor and substance, key officials and their supporters are committed to wholesale revision of a constitutional settlement through unilateral means. Instead of working with Congress to alter immigration law, President Trump is exploiting the populist model of presidential leadership to build external support for acting alone.

I. THE IMMIGRATION SETTLEMENT OF 1965

The story of the Immigration and Naturalization Act of 1965 is a long and complicated one, but several aspects of that experience stand out. To begin, the law extended the anti-discrimination principle to regulate the entry of foreigners by eradicating what President Lyndon B. Johnson called "the twin barriers of prejudice and privilege." The political settlement out of which this egalitarian principle arose was itself an effort to fulfill the promise of an earlier settlement: Reconstruction. The egalitarian project begun by the Reconstruction generation had been cut short by backlash from white Americans who utilized a combination of old and new methods to limit the reach of the principle, and from conservative jurists whose parsimonious interpretations of the Constitution blunted the transformative potential of the Fourteenth and


17. President Trump has repeatedly parroted the words and goals of immigration restrictionists who believe that birthright citizenship, guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment, is a "magnet for illegal immigration," Immigration Reform that Will Make America Great Again, DONALD J. TRUMP FOR PRESIDENT (Aug. 16, 2016), https://web.archive.org/web/20160930213559/https://assets.donaldjtrump.com/Immigration-Reform-Donald-Trump.pdf [https://perma.cc/7BDY-89FS]. Trump has even said he feels that he can abolish it by executive order. Julie Hirschfeld Davis, President Wants to Use Executive Order to End Birthright Citizenship, N.Y. TIMES (Oct. 30, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/30/us/politics/trump-birthright-citizenship.html [https://perma.cc/RTU8-7WKF] (summarizing President Trump’s threat to end by executive order the long-accepted constitutional guarantee of birthright citizenship).

Fifteenth Amendments. And so the civil rights generation resumed this unfinished work.

Among the historians that observe the continuities among Johnson’s Great Society initiatives extending to immigration, Robert Dallek tells us that Johnson “pressed Congress to make fundamental changes in the National Origins Act of 1924.” Dallek thinks that, as a Southerner who felt the sting of regionalist prejudices, Johnson identified with foreigners and minorities who faced analogous mistreatment based on their place of origin. As Johnson explained when he signed it into law, the Hart-Celler Act “is . . . one of the most important acts of this Congress and of this administration.” His public declaration was consistent with what he told Speaker of the House John McCormack: “There is no piece of legislation before the Congress that in terms of decency and equity is more demanding of passage than the Immigration bill.”

Notice that Johnson elevated the immigration reform law to a special status among the other landmark laws advanced by the administration. He also talked about immigration reform in the parlance of democratic justice. It was intended to “repair a very deep and painful flaw in the fabric of American justice” and “correct[] a cruel and enduring wrong in the conduct of the American Nation.” Johnson explained that the immigration law was part of the same “vision” shared by John F. Kennedy and Robert Kennedy, and championed by Attorney General Nicholas Katzenbach, along with Senators Ted Kennedy, Jacob Javits, Mike Mansfield, and Everett Dirksen. As Robert Kennedy himself testified before Congress, considering individuals on “merit . . . is the whole philosophy of the immigration bill, and that that was the whole philosophy of the civil rights bills of 1963 and 1964 and the voting rights bill of 1965.”

Johnson characterized the previous approach to immigration policy as “twisted and . . . distorted by the harsh injustice of the national origins quota system.” Under the previous system, which was based on country of origin and “grounded in nineteenth century doctrines of scientific

20. Id.
24. Id.
Johnson’s emphasis on the themes of equality, dignity, merit, contribution, and family were all pillars of the Great Society he hoped to build, but they were also consistent with the fallen president’s views on immigration reform. Before his life was cut short by the assassin’s bullet, President Kennedy himself had urged Congress to do away with the quota system in order to “develop[] an immigration law that serves the national interest and reflects in every detail the principles of equality and human dignity to which our nation subscribes.” That meant, he said, admitting individuals “with the greatest ability to add to the national welfare, no matter where they were born . . . The next priority should go to those who seek to be reunited with their relatives.” The norm against national origin discrimination would be confirmed and extended in 1968 when Congress applied it to the private housing market.

On the same day that he signed the law, President Johnson also announced that, consistent with the spirit of this new approach to migration, America would welcome refugees from Cuba. “The dedication of America to our traditions as an asylum for the oppressed is going to be upheld,” he assured. Priority among asylum seekers would be given to “those Cubans who have been separated from their children and their parents and their husbands and their wives and that are now in

27. GRAHAM, supra note 5, at 50.
29. Id.
31. Id.
this country.”\(^{34}\) The second priority would be made for “those who are imprisoned for political reasons.”\(^ {35}\)

Johnson was not alone. During debate over the immigration bill, congressmen repeatedly emphasized that the new legal framework would restore “America’s ideal of equality of all men without regard to race, color, creed, or national origin.”\(^ {36}\) Others put it terms of dignity, so that the law would “judge each individual by his own worth” rather than as a “pawn of society or the State.”\(^ {37}\) Representative Leonard Farbstein put it in the strongest terms possible: “Embodied in this bill is a realization and a recognition which has become widespread in this Nation rather belatedly... I am speaking of the recognition of the basic equality of all men.”\(^ {38}\) These comments show that legislators understood exactly what they were doing: embracing a liberal assimilationist approach to immigration and discarding an ascriptive approach that assumed some people—whether according to race or happenstance of birth location—were less worthy that others to become full members of the political community.

There is much more work to be done to fully tell this story, but Jack Chin, who has done yeoman’s work reconstructing the history surrounding the Immigration Act of 1965,\(^ {39}\) points out additional factors that underscore the transformative quality of the legislative changes. First, the basic structure of the changes made it very predictable that the proportion of non-white immigrants would go up dramatically. Increased migration from countries hit hardest by the older caps was expected by nearly all the key players involved.\(^ {40}\) As Chin observes through careful research of the legislative record, legislators repeatedly asked about likely demographic changes and were told explicitly that “[t]here may be people coming in greater numbers from different areas of the world.”\(^ {41}\) Moreover, they realized that lifting “[d]iscriminatory provisions against immigrants from eastern and southern Europe, token quotas for Asian and African countries, and implications of race superiority in the Asia-Pacific

34. Id.
35. Id.
37. 111 CONG. REC. 21,778 (statement of Rep. Krebs); 111 CONG. REC. 21,771 (statement of Rep. Gilbert); 111 CONG. REC. 21,807 (statement of Rep. Fino) (noting that the United States has always believed in the “fundamental truth that all men, regardless of race, color or religion, are created equal”).
39. Chin, supra note 2, at 20 n.67.
40. Id. at 26-40.
41. Id. at 29.
triangle concept” would surely increase migration from those regions of the world.42

Second, the same basic coalition that supported the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Voting Rights Act of 1965 also voted in favor of the Immigration Act of 1965. Religious and ethnic groups drove the changes, while labor unions and black civil rights leaders “maintained liberal solidarity by supporting immigration reform.”43 Conversely, the same folks who voted against those laws similarly voted against the Immigration law. As Chin and Douglas Spencer demonstrate:

> The percent of overlapping support between the CRA and INA [was] 86.6% in the House and 91.2% in the Senate. . . . Nearly ninety percent of the yea votes for the INA were by members of Congress that had supported the VRA just one month earlier. In all, 196 members of the House and sixty-one senators supported all three bills.44

Although Hugh Davis Graham attributes the passage of the Immigration Act more to lobbying and logrolling than lengthy legislative debates, he acknowledges that “every Jewish member of Congress in both chambers voted for it, as did all Catholics in the Senate and all but 3 (of 92) in the House. Most of the opposition came from southern Democrats,” who similarly opposed the Civil Rights Act of 1964.45

In fact, polls taken to measure public support for the Civil Rights Act and the Immigration Act in 1965 showed comparable support for both: 58 percent and 51 percent, respectively.46 Another poll put support for the new immigration law even higher when asked for a thumbs up or down: 70 percent.47 It's notable that roughly a third of respondents

---

42. Id. at 30–31 n.126–28 (citing 111 CONG. REC. 24,238 (statement of Sen. Hart)).
43. GRAHAM, supra note 5, at 63.
45. GRAHAM, supra note 5, at 64; see also KEVIN M. KRUSE & JULIAN E. ZELIZER, FAULT LINES: A HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES SINCE 1974, at 56 (2019).
thought country of origin should matter, while 55 percent supported family ties. 

Third, part of the way the notion of equality worked in the immigration domain (as opposed to work, voting, or housing) is that, beyond putting overt racial animus off limits, it overturned a long-held skepticism of cultural incompatibility. Such suspicion of foreign peoples and their cultures of origin was a lasting scar from earlier approaches in dealing with poor Irish and Chinese migrants and stretching all the way back to the country’s reservation of naturalization only for “free white person[s].” Rather than treating immigrants as “incorrigible vassals of a racial, ethnic, or national strain,” the new approach would evaluate foreigners as prospective “future Americans.”

Senator Ted Kennedy’s remarks are also instructive in this regard. The position that prevailed presumed that individuals who come to America seeking a better life could be assimilated. Experience had disproved the “fear” that immigrants “will not assimilate into our society,” he reported. To the contrary, “their adjustment has been notable.” Kennedy added: “In an age of global television and the universality of American culture, their assimilation, in a real sense, begins before they come here.” By contrast, the presumptions of cultural incompatibility associated with the losing position were now “out of line with the obligations of responsible citizenship. They breed hate of our heritage.”

Fourth, “family reunification” emerged as a Cold War imperative—a dynamic that had similarly driven equality gains for black Americans after emancipation, largely through the work of the Freedmen’s Bureau operated by the War Department. Graham points out that “lobbying by ethnic and religious groups with strong ties to eastern and southern Europe” produced a wave of sympathy for families split from some relatives fleeing from totalitarian governments or Communist revolutions in places like Cuba. In this environment, Graham and others say, “supporting liberalized family reunification policies offered members of

---

48. Id.
49. Saad, supra note 46.
53. Id.
54. Id.
55. Id.
56. GRAHAM, supra note 5, at 58.
Congress," especially from diverse metropolitan areas, "great political payoff with virtually no negatives." 57

To say that the Immigration Act is an indispensable facet of the 1960s settlement is not to say that the law fulfilled all of these objectives perfectly. Legislators understood that the egalitarian norm would operate slightly differently in each domain. When it came to admission to the country, national security could still come into play in certain situations. Even on family reunification, the reality is that many families have remained separated due to long waiting periods and other legal and practical obstacles. 58 Moreover, country of origin remained essential to how refugee matters were handled. 59 But that only means that the equality principle is more nuanced rather than inoperable. There was now a new constitutional norm regarding how potential immigrants would be treated: with equal respect and a presumption that they, and close family members, would have a fair shot at the American Dream, regardless of the happenstance of birthplace.

II. TRUMPISM'S ASSAULT ON THE CIVIL RIGHTS SETTLEMENT

Trumpism has attempted to harness a wide range of cultural and demographic concerns and direct that dissatisfaction to de-legitimize and undermine the 1960s settlement. What we are seeing is an ethno-nationalist movement that has been fused with a more traditional conservative movement that is skeptical of social progress, focused on continuing economic prosperity, and committed to reducing the size of the administrative state. 60 Thus, Trumpism contains remnants of earlier conservative movements, including the Moral Majority, the Tea Party,


59. Brian Soucek, The Last Preference: Refugees and the 1965 Immigration Act, in LEGISLATED A NEW AMERICA, supra note 2, at 171, 171. It must be pointed out that the 1965 Immigration Act's new approach did away with unlimited Western Hemisphere migration. See Kevin R. Johnson, The Beginning of the End: The Immigration Act of 1965 and the Emergence of the Modern U.S.-Mexico Border State, in LEGISLATED A NEW AMERICA, supra note 2, at 116, 116-19 (arguing that the 1965 immigration law discriminated against Latinos by imposing a ceiling of 120,000 immigrants from the Western Hemisphere).

60. See generally Sidney M. Milkis & Nicholas Jacobs, 'I Alone Can Fix It' Donald Trump, the Administrative Presidency, and Hazards of Executive-Centered Partisanship, 15 FORUM 583, 609 (2017) (observing the Trump administration's use of executive orders as well as "a slew of less visible strategies" to push deregulation of corporations and open protected lands to energy exploration).
militia, and white nationalist movements that have occupied the far-right over the last several decades.\textsuperscript{61}

As a political and social movement, Trumpism possesses several defining features. First, it is primarily a grassroots movement fueled by popular grievances over demographic and cultural changes in American society as well as the social and economic dislocations created by the global economy—what Steve Bannon, Donald Trump's former campaign chairman, called “a populist nationalist conservative revolt . . . against the elites in this country,” especially “the globalists among those elites.”\textsuperscript{62} This can be seen in the major themes of Trump's candidacy about “American carnage” wrought by foreign powers and strange cultures. In addition, these themes can be observed in his insistence that black athletes stop taking a knee to protest police brutality and the administration's opposition to the Black Lives Matter movement.

Second, in tone and symbolism, Trumpism presents itself as a restoration movement, an effort to turn the clock back to simpler times when social roles seemed more predictable when it comes to race, sex, and religion. Bannon and his acolytes call their project protecting “the Judeo-Christian West.”\textsuperscript{63} Whether or not such an age of perfect political-religious governance ever really existed, this nostalgia-fueled vision harks back to Nixon's “law and order” discourse repurposed against undocumented migrants, Muslims, and “Leftists.” An enhanced concern with demographic control to ensure the political power of white, Christian voters, the economic prospects of corporations and dislocated white workers, and conservatives' concerns of cultural degradation fits comfortably within this movement. As Hofstadter might have put it, adherents of Trumpism are grateful that their leader-spokesman is “always manning the barricades of civilization.”\textsuperscript{64}

Originally, Bannon's vision involved a worker-led takeover of the Republican Party and the formation of a center-right coalition to both defeat the progressive left and destroy the neo-liberal economic establishment within both parties.\textsuperscript{65} The goal was to achieve an

\textsuperscript{61} See Kruse & Zelizer, supra note 45, at 88–112 (discussing the rise of the conservative reaction to the 1960s); see generally Joseph Lowndes, From the New Deal to the New Right: Race and the Southern Origins of Modern Conservatism (2008).


\textsuperscript{63} J. Lester Feder, This Is How Steve Bannon Sees the Entire World, BUZZFEED NEWS (Nov. 15, 2016), https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/lesterfeder/this-is-how-steve-bannon-sees-the-entire-world [https://perma.cc/NKZ5-9LFA].

\textsuperscript{64} Richard Hofstadter, The Paranoid Style in American Politics, HARPER'S MAG., Nov. 1964, at 77–86.

\textsuperscript{65} Feder, supra note 63. Bannon's ouster has left the bulk of economic policy in the hands of
“enlightened” form of capitalism as well as remake American citizenship in a way that transcended individualistic and tribal identities. Bannon always understood that the grassroots efforts on the right would include white nationalists but believed that that element would eventually burn itself out after its utility dried up—along with other forms of social group identification. Yet white nationalists such as Peter Brimelow, David Duke, and Richard Spencer all looked to Bannon and his allies within the administration to keep Trump’s promises to restrict immigration and thereby protect white culture and political power by any means possible.

Third, immigration has been the main issue binding a fractious set of communities to Trump’s banner. Trump’s lock on the party’s base comes from his repeated return to the rhetoric and dark view of ethnic and racial pluralism shared by the base of the modern Republican Party and his muscular use of the presidency’s powers to take consistent action in this area. By harnessing the anti-immigration work and strategies of such figures as Bannon, Jeff Sessions, Stephen Miller, and Kris Kobach, Trumpism relies heavily upon demographic control as the means to restore a sense of cultural integrity and prevent the loss of political power for a white majority.

Part of the fury surrounding immigration and refugee policy stems from a sense of desperation among restrictionists. Older modes of demographic control now lie beyond the constitutional pale: interracial marriage and overt regimes of racial separation are no longer countenanced. Progressive reformers have also in recent years stepped up challenges to racial and partisan gerrymandering, strategies that have long been used to preserve the political dominance of white populations in America. The narrowing range of options for Americans concerned about cultural change and the dilution of white power has merely intensified border control and immigration policy as the sites for contesting the future of American culture and the nature of political community.
As Miller—the overseer of White House immigration policies after Bannon’s departure from the administration—explained, the goal is to return to a period like “from 1920 to 1970,” where “the foreign-born population shrank.” Here, “foreign-born” has become the preferred lingua franca for immigration restrictionists who wish to signal concern about migrants from Central and South America, Africa, and Asia, while avoiding charges of racism.

Thus, the issue of undocumented migrants has always been a stalking horse. The real “beating heart of the problem,” as the architects of Trump’s immigration policy acknowledged in quieter moments, has always been legal immigration. The assault on the civil rights settlement of the 1960s encompasses cultural conservatives who are queasy about the lack of a thick set of beliefs that bind a polity, as well as white nationalists who are more powerfully committed to preserving governance in the hands of white voters in the face of demographic changes.

Consider the best-selling book Alien Nation by Peter Brimelow, a figure whose work has been influential in anti-immigration circles. Unlike many commentators, Brimelow acknowledges that “antidiscrimination legislators . . . framed the 1965 Immigration Act.” But he worries that “[t]o the extent that the 1965 Immigration Act is seen as part of the Civil Rights triumph, it is above criticism—let alone reform.” So he makes the strategic choice to try to undermine the entire civil rights legacy, saying that “The Civil Rights battle has left deep and permanent scars on America” and fostered a reflexive tendency to describe “a wide range of social questions . . . as problems of ‘discrimination.’” To Brimelow, the Immigration Act was a product of “Civil Rights reflex.” He contends that egalitarianism has no proper role in immigration policy because “immigration policy is inherently discriminatory.” He then goes on to doubt that any multicultural society can survive and argues that immigration “threaten[s] a country’s political balance.”
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Sessions, who once mentored Miller and was given a bigger media platform by Bannon while toiling at the fringes of the Republican Party, repeatedly emphasized these same themes. In a 2015 memo he circulated to colleagues, he complained, "[t]he last four decades have witnessed the following: a period of record, uncontrolled immigration to the United States."

It was clear even then that he wanted a return to the discriminatory regime that had been repudiated in 1965. "Since end of the 1960s," he wrote, "the share of the U.S. population that is foreign-born has increased from less than 5 percent to more than 13 percent. As a total number, the size of the foreign-born population has quadrupled over the last four decades." Elsewhere, he has explicitly criticized the Immigration Act and advocated a return to the 1924 law.

Fifth, as a candidate, Trump was able to graft this grassroots movement onto an existing politico-economic structure that has for decades advanced the economic priorities of the merchant class regardless of party. This has not led to a wholesale repudiation of the neoliberal order, but instead to a selective and awkward merging of elite and populist philosophies. That, plus his willingness to turn over the repopulation of the federal judiciary to organizations dedicated to "originalist" methods and traditionalist ideologies, helped Trump secure a certain degree of loyalty and expertise from party elites, as well as the conservative legal bar. To the extent the goals of conservative elites align with those of Trumpism, philosophical disagreements have been subordinated to partisan advancement or economic gain. Those with a darker view of the liberal tradition have mostly welcomed the degradation of liberal norms and institutions, even if they do not share Trumpism's ideological commitments, believing that liberal democracy's decline might pave a return to traditional forms of governance or perhaps something entirely new.

Since Trump assumed office, the tensions between the goals of his most enthusiastic supporters—which include a mix of street brawling groups like the Proud Boys, fringe law men like Joe Arpaio and Darren Clarke, and avowed white nationalists and identitarians—and the goals
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of conservative members of the merchant class have largely been managed through gestures and policies. His bombastic leadership style has kept the culture warriors in his fold, while creating headaches for his elite supporters. But many of those elites have been pacified that the merchant class has so far won nearly all of the fights on taxes, the economy, and social welfare policies.

Civil rights and immigration are two areas where grassroots activists have enjoyed the greatest impact on the substance of administration policies. Trump officials have taken traditionalist positions on transgender rights across the board, in the military, in public schools, and in the workplace—despite contrary positions taken by the EEOC and some mild opposition by the Education Department.82 On the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Trump administration’s Department of Justice argued that the proper interpretation of the word “sex” is biological, and therefore excludes, through statutory silence, discrimination against sexual minorities.83 In another attack on civil rights, Trump’s DOJ has also moved across the board to release police departments from consent decrees arising from police brutality and misconduct allegations.84

On immigration, Trump’s strategy resembles the executive-led transformation of the law after the 9/11 attacks: built on broad claims of national security, increased reliance on emergency governance, little to no consultation with or approval from Congress on his most controversial moves, and reliance upon government lawyers to help justify executive actions that push the boundaries of existing law.


83. Brief for the Federal Respondent Supporting Reversal at 16, R.G. & G.R. Harris Funeral Homes, Inc. v. EEOC, 139 S. Ct. 1599 (2019) (mem.) (No. 18-107), 2019 WL 3942898 at *16 (arguing that Title VII’s prohibition of employment discrimination “because of sex” does not extend to “transgender status” and “does not constitute sex stereotyping prohibited by Title VII”).

The model of strong presidential leadership advanced by past presidents such as Franklin D. Roosevelt, Ronald Reagan, and George W. Bush has now paved the way for more unilateral action rather than bipartisan legislation. The principal difference is that the model of executive action is now being exploited by someone who does not feel constrained by a broad range of governing norms, such as convincing a majority of voters of the wisdom of his ideas, horse trading with legislators from the opposing party to achieve legislation, or worrying about his party’s future electoral success beyond his own tenure. This is almost certainly Trump’s one and only run in electoral politics, so future elective ambition is missing as a curb on this president’s words and deeds.

A continuing decline in the general norm of bipartisanship, coupled with the erosion of consensus over who should be primarily responsible for immigration policy is a recipe fit for exploitation by a populist-autocrat. For all practical purposes, all a president’s legislative allies have to do is hold off one house in Congress. So far, assertive presidential leadership plus partisan obstruction has worked, allowing Trump to read existing law in a fashion that favors singular action and to overwhelm the judiciary through a series of aggressive enforcement actions, new regulations, and defensive skirmishes once lawsuits are inevitably filed. The administration’s lawyers believe this approach will buy time to build political support for his bold actions and ultimately yield wins before the Supreme Court. To that end, they have sought to expedite as many cases as possible to that more favorable venue while Trump appointees continue to fill the lower federal courts.

So far, the administration’s policies in the immigration domain have exhibited the following characteristics. First, the administration has taken a number of steps to centralize decision-making authority over immigration and refugee policy. Power has been kept closely guarded in the hands of a few White House aides, with allies outside the White

85. It should be pointed out that President Obama himself exploited the populist model of presidential leadership to establish the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program, contributing to the erosion of these norms of bipartisan control over immigration policy, even though he was doing so in the service of other principles: fairness, family integrity, and so on.

House rarely consulted on the most controversial policies. Notably, certain agencies, such as the State Department, have been consistently sidelined, whereas other agencies such as Homeland Security have been given primary responsibility for carrying out new policies, but not necessarily equivalent policymaking clout.

A second pattern, related to the first, has been the reorganization of executive branch bureaucracies that oversee immigration and refugee policies. Sessions initiated efforts during his tenure to assert the Attorney General’s prerogative over the work of immigration law judges (ILJ), whose existence can be traced to Article I of the Constitution rather than Article III. Sessions took away powers from ILJs that they used to delay deportation proceedings or administratively close them in order to keep families together.87 Using the same authority, Sessions’s successor William Barr later determined that any alien transferred from an expedited removal proceeding after establishing a credible fear of prosecution or torture “is ineligible for [release on] bond,” so must be held indefinitely.88 In the past, these tools were used by ILJs to keep families intact and reduce suffering by deportable aliens while proceedings continued.

An office that has helped pair immigrants with pro bono counsel in the past has also been reshuffled, with the potential effect of limiting access to legal information and assistance on the part of migrants facing deportation.89 According to a new interim rule, an office of policy will have authority to make precedent for ILJs, and the Director of the Executive Office for Immigration Review will have authority to render an appellate decision when cases are not decided within a certain period of time.90 Most recently, Attorney General Barr has moved to decertify the immigration law judges’ union.91 Thus, in all of these ways, the
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administration has harnessed the powers of the Attorney General to reorganize existing bureaucracies with the goal of reducing their ability to impede the president’s new immigration policies.

Third, there is a broadening of law enforcement as a tool for social policy across key domains such as immigration and refugee policy. Both in rhetoric and practice, Trumpism returns to a Nixonian law-enforcement tilt, which reflects a greater comfort with using force to solve a wider array of social problems—from race relations to the cultural and demographic makeup of this country. Barr has largely been a force for continuity given his strong commitment to an expansive theory of executive authority, even if Sessions had been more openly committed to an ethno-nationalist vision of America. But whereas in other areas the primary goal has been “deconstruction of the administrative state,” especially in terms of the nominees chosen to lead a department, the attorneys general have been notable outliers by possessing an expansive view of federal authority to deal with migration.

While he served as AG, Sessions routinely gave speeches to law enforcement castigating past immigration policy as “lawlessness” and seeking to inculcate sheriffs, state troopers, district attorneys, and attorneys general with a nationalist vision where demographic control is the responsibility of every law enforcement officer on the ground. As Sessions told a gathering of law enforcement officers in California, America admits “the highest numbers [of legal immigrants] in the world.” This was an “unprecedented rate” he warned, and asked law enforcement to buy into the white anxiety driving a central tenet of Trumpism: “we will soon have the largest percentage of non-native born in our nation’s history.” During this gathering, he asked police to presume unauthorized migrants to be a danger to officers themselves: “Think about the officers knocking on a door to execute a warrant. They

seeks-decertification-of-immigration-judges-union [https://perma.cc/XL6W-KG9X].
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don’t know what’s on the other side.”\textsuperscript{95} In Las Cruces, New Mexico, he announced the president’s “zero tolerance policy toward illegal entry.”\textsuperscript{96} He explained the ideological basis for this shift in policy: “The United States of America is not an idea . . . [it’s] a nation.”\textsuperscript{97}

The Trumpian vision of immigration regulation demands lock-step participation by state and local authorities, even though the principle of federalism limits how much the administration can strong arm jurisdictions that refuse to cooperate. Even the mostly symbolic declarations by certain jurisdictions they are “sanctuary cities” for undocumented immigrants is a threat to this vision of total mobilization against migration. To this administration, any disagreement with its immigration policy violates federal law. Sessions put his point in alarming terms: “Cities, states, and counties that knowingly, willfully, and purposefully release criminal aliens back into their communities are sacrificing the lives and safety of American citizens in the pursuit of an extreme open borders policy.”\textsuperscript{98}

A fourth strategy entails ratcheting up criminal sanctions and other repercussions. The “rule of law” approach to immigration builds on earlier efforts to criminalize the mere existence of undocumented migrants in the United States and magnifying the consequences of unlawful entry. As it has been widely reported, the Trump administration is consciously redesigning American immigration policy purely through executive action to maximize whatever deterrence value it can wring from enforcement policy and rule changes to alter the rates and patterns of migration.

Most experts who study migration say that a complex array of factors affect when people decide to leave their home countries in search of a better life, from economic and political stability to natural disasters.\textsuperscript{99} Trumpism’s “zero tolerance” strategy is focused entirely on the alleged “pull factors,” trying to not just dry up economic opportunities for
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migrants but also to increase the pain associated with efforts to cross the southern border—even when such efforts are entirely legal, say, to seek asylum under federal and international law. Separating children from parents and other family members at the border, denying education and benefits to undocumented children, and even a reported effort to withdraw from the Flores Settlement Agreement so the administration can return to indefinite detention of families, are all part of the same tapestry.\textsuperscript{100}

Fifth, a new problem now emerges from assertive presidential action and modest institutional blowback, which is substantive spillover: an expansion of emergency-based governance and unilateral action across a host of areas. This includes the travel ban, foreign trade, the border wall, and other areas involving immigration and refugee policy. For the most part, the Trump administration’s lawyers have deftly exploited limitations in the ways courts function to advance their objectives. They have come to expect unfavorable rulings from lower courts. While the president rails against those judges to rally his supporters and try to influence judges, his lawyers have at times strategically withdrawn appeals and rewritten policies to increase the odds of a victory before higher courts. This approach led the third version of Trump’s promised Muslim travel ban to be upheld narrowly by the Supreme Court even though crucial changes had been made (i.e. excluding permanent residents, deleting the so-called “Christian preference” desired by evangelicals, and dropping a few countries from the list).\textsuperscript{101}

At a key moment in Trump v. Hawaii, the majority of justices refused to read the Immigration Act’s nondiscrimination principle to apply to national security decisions suspending entry for a class of nonimmigrants, even when those classes are defined by country of origin.\textsuperscript{102} The majority’s reading of the law is inconsistent with the 1960s settlement insofar as the reading treats the non-discrimination provision added in 1965 as regulating a wholly “different sphere”—visas as opposed to admission. But this reading of immigration law reduces the egalitarian principle to nothing more than the decisions made by low-level bureaucrats charged with visa determinations. At the same time, it presumes that Congress wanted a president to have otherwise broad power to bar the entry of immigrants, even for discriminatory reasons.

\textsuperscript{100} Shear & Kanno-Youngs, \textit{supra} note 16.
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That seems inconsistent with the broader goals of the Immigration Act, which broadly attacked assumptions of cultural incompatibility and animus against foreigners. It is also obvious from legislative debates that using country of origin could, in some instances, violate the precepts animating the Immigration Act. Contrary to the Court’s approach, it simply isn’t possible to do justice to that law without meaningful consideration of a president’s motive and some empirical inquiry of a presidential policy.

A great deal also seemingly hinges on whether the president’s action to suspend entry from certain Muslim-majority countries is truly temporary. If that’s a sham and it is actually an indefinite ban, the policy’s subversion of the 1960s settlement is even more striking.103

Apart from the doctrinal aspects of the case, the president and his supporters have tried to build on this victory in two ways: rhetorically, by claiming broadly that his unilateral actions have now been endorsed by the Court; and substantively, by giving often weak empirical justifications on behalf of other unilateral moves, such as his decision to reallocate military funds to build a border wall that Congress refuses to fund. For a populist-autocrat, the absence of significant resistance to unilateral action is treated as a license to keep going and expand the areas for emergency governance and/or solo action.104

Some of the administration’s policies entail treating migrants from certain parts of the world—i.e. Central and South America and the Middle East—differently from migrants that come from other parts of the world. The question is whether this differential treatment is justified by something legitimate that distinguishes these regions or countries, or whether they are instead founded on bigotry or otherwise unsupported assumptions.

On October 4, 2019, President Trump signed a proclamation invoking the identical INA provision § 212(f) used to keep out Muslim travelers to do something new unilaterally: keep out immigrants who can’t demonstrate in advance they are “covered by approved health

103. Id. Chief Justice Roberts’s opinion for the 5-4 majority went on to decide the constitutional issues. After confining the principle of nondiscrimination to visas only, he then took an exceedingly deferential approach to the Equal Protection Clause due to the assertion of national security. On that score, the majority found a way to brush aside all evidence of anti-Muslim motivation, from repeated sentiments expressed by President Trump and his policy makers, as well as the fact that upwards of 97 percent of the populations of the affected Middle Eastern countries were Muslim. See Tsai, supra note 101, 74–75 (suggesting that it was not coincidental that the president’s ban singled out populations from countries with 97 percent of the population belonging to the Muslim faith).
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insurance.”

This is a major departure from past usages of a president’s emergency power to suspend the entry of foreigners. It doesn’t seem to be geared toward a problem limited in scale but rather entails policymaking of significant scope. This single act of presidential adventurism is projected to slash legal immigration by a whopping 65 percent if it goes into effect.

In a sense, we might be witnessing a mutation of Franklin D. Roosevelt’s one hundred-day strategy of swamping the field of action and daring opponents to respond, while expecting a number of losses but “winning” with the public by creating the overall impression of furious activity on behalf of “the people.” One difference is that the ratio of executive actions to legislative successes has seemingly become lopsided. Another apparent difference has been the sustained length of time that a president has tried to go alone on any particular issue without significant institutional pushback. Further study of this phenomenon is warranted to assess whether the current norms-breaking style of throwing up far-reaching policies against the wall and seeing what sticks is an aberration or a sign of things to come.

To be sure, the structural incentives in favor of unilateral action have never been stronger for a populist-autocrat, given the lack of repercussions so far from either Congress or the Supreme Court. Unlike during the early part of the New Deal, there has been no shot across the bow from the high court, other than the notable decision in the surprising census case that suggests that, at least in certain contexts, manufacturing rationales could be a problem in the future. Perhaps most troubling of all, the Court’s decision to insulate partisan gerrymandering from judicial review on political question grounds sends the signal to a populist-autocrat that deeply anti-democratic measures are simply matters to be fought out through ordinary politics. The Court will soon have more opportunities to weigh in on other matters of democratic decline, such as the anti-corruption features of the Constitution. Whether the Judiciary will rise to the occasion or remain on the sidelines have an impact on democracy’s continuing fortunes in America.
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One bright spot is the level of unintended transparency about legal changes: there seems to be more governmental actors willing to leak details about troubling initiatives, and among some public servants to draw a line in the sand and speak up even if they resign. This dynamic of internal bureaucratic testing and conscience-based decision making has enhanced the ability of people outside of government to expose the ideologies and plans behind unilateral actions. It's too sporadic to call it a true resistance. Yet thus far, we have seen more of the actual rationales that underlie major executive branch shifts in thinking, which helps observers to be able to connect the dots between seemingly disparate executive initiatives. That is different from many of the key transformations that took place within the Bush administration, which were conducted with far more secrecy.¹⁰⁹

To say that these various aspects of unilateral immigration policy are troubling from the standpoint of the 1960s settlement is not to say that every single change would be deemed unconstitutional. It is, however, to recognize that many of the moves are part of the same concerted effort to gain control over the demographics and culture of this country.

Make no mistake: the grassroots effort to undermine the Immigration Act’s legitimacy continues. Among the president’s most enthusiastic early supporters on this issue was Ann Coulter. Her best-selling book, ¡Adios, America!, derides the civil rights era as “the most destructive period in American history.”¹¹⁰ She singles out the Immigration Act’s “premise” for special scorn and likens it to a bizarre belief of a weird hippy cult: “The poor of the world have the right to come to America, and we have to take care of them!”¹¹¹ It will take some effort to ensure that such attitudes, which informs the administration’s approach, do not skew immigration policy in a lasting fashion.

III. Presumption of Equality, Cultural Compatibility and Family Unity

There are flaws with Trumpism’s claim to popular sentiment for undermining the 1960s settlement. First, Trump did not win the popular vote in 2016, and Hillary Clinton’s nearly three million-vote margin makes that deficit the largest for an Electoral College winner in
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Accordingly, it is difficult for Trump to claim either a mandate or institutional consensus for the most radical features of his agenda. This does not by itself make any particular policy illegitimate, but it does warrant skepticism about majoritarian support for his initiatives when he acts alone. He may be acting within a reasonable scope on questions that are not well settled, but by expressing animus against refugees or Muslims or presuming that immigrants represent group threats, he is taking direct aim at deeply held principles without sufficiently broad and deep support.

Second, since many of his immigration measures emerge from the playbook of anti-immigration activists, the policies and objectives themselves come from the margins of the president’s own party. These organizations have tried to take those policies mainstream through their expanded access to the White House, but it remains uncertain how popular those policies truly are if the president is unwilling to test them by doing the hard work of legislative governance. Indeed, his plan to reallocate military funds to build a border wall and his plan to separate minor children crossing the border from parents are disfavored by a majority of Americans. Even members of his own party have denounced some of the policies.

Third, while past presidents who won a close race tried to govern by moving towards the center, Trump has bucked that received wisdom by constantly tending to his base rather than seeking common ground with the opposing party, and then hoping that he will be rewarded electorally for maintaining the impression of tireless battle against the status quo. His anti-consensus leadership style certainly exploits the eroding democratic conditions that he found, but acting alone raises concerns that


even when the president gets his way, his action may be an anti-
democratic outcome or else violate deeply-held notions of how the
constitutional order should operate.

So, what, if anything, should we take to be the normative consequences
of acknowledging the Immigration Act of 1965 as an achievement every
bit as important to the constitutional order as the traditional civil rights
laws? While it’s certainly no panacea, recovery of the statute’s
extraordinary status could help deepen and diversify efforts to protect the
crucial values associated with its enactment. Legislation, judicial rulings,
and popular rhetoric from a multiplicity of sources could deepen that
historical insight and prevent further erosion of fundamental principles
by populist-autocrats. Recovering the Immigration Act’s history as part
of the civil rights revolution also presents lawyers and judges with the
material they need to convince others of the need to construe statutes so
as to facilitate legislative goals and the empirical evidence so as to deter
pernicious motives.

First, the principles of antidiscrimination and family integrity ought to
be broadly presumed to run through the entirety of the Immigration Act.
These principles should not be cabined to purely ministerial acts by
bureaucrats but should instead have some broader constraining effect
upon enforcement and policy decisions. The principles might act slightly
differently depending on a particular dispute, and depending on the
statute invoked, but wholesale disregard of them would seemingly violate
the terms of the 1960s settlement. In areas like derivative citizenship, too,
the equality norm should be more robust than it is at the moment. For
now, the Court has been willing to afford more protection to visa
determinations than invocations of national security-based exclusions,
leaving only deferential constitutional protections. But where the Court
has currently drawn even that line, and how judges evaluate the evidence
of animus or cultural incompatibility, could be adjusted based on this
historical knowledge.

Closely related to the non-discrimination norm in the immigration
domain is a strong presumption of cultural compatibility. Its antithesis—
the older assumption that people from certain countries were
categorically incapable of assimilation and political loyalty—has been
explicitly repudiated as part of this political settlement as racist and
contrary to empirical practice. This should mean that enforcement actions
or policies that are based on such broad assumptions, rather than other,
legitimate grounds, should not be permitted to stand.

Not every usage of country-of-origin as a criterion will transgress these
precepts. That category is still used in per-country limitations as well as
for imposing application procedures on countries believed to be
problematic. Where there is a sound empirical basis for using the criteria,
government officials should have no trouble doing so. But where country-of-origin serves merely as a proxy for racial animus or false cultural stereotypes, usage of that criteria to the detriment of newcomers offends the notion of equality or cultural compatibility.

Second, although I have focused on the 1960s, these principles are not an entirely new product of that decade of political mobilization. Rather, they consisted of efforts to revive older notions of equality, freedom, and family reunification that emerged during the Reconstruction period. Kerry Abrams, for instance, detects language about a “natural right” to family unity in some cases that allowed family members to join existing relatives in America even without the proper papers. More work can be done to underscore those linkages across political settlements, but the fact that these principles have a stronger historical pedigree and jurisprudential grounding should be part of the equation. They are fundamental values and should not be brushed aside as the musings of left-wing globalists.

Third, and this has the most impact for a populist-autocrat: any actions taken by later presidents, when they are done without the explicit approval of Congress, would be presumptively illegitimate insofar as they are inegalitarian or disregard the norm of family integrity. This point could have profound consequences for the current administration’s “zero tolerance” approach, which (1) may be characterized as broadly treating certain migrants differently based on hatred or disgust for them, or grounded in sweeping racial or cultural stereotypes and (2) has not been explicitly authorized by Congress. The president and his foot soldiers in the anti-immigration movement have repeatedly praised people and cultures from Nordic countries, while assuming the worst about the inhabitants and cultures of those from other parts of the world, such as Haiti, Africa, and El Salvador. Such sentiments may serve as evidence of animus, but they may also reflect a categorical rejection of the presumption of cultural compatibility embodied in the Immigration Act.

It may be possible to urge even stronger legal protections to defend the law from unauthorized repeal or piecemeal adjustment, though doing so would take more space than I have here. For instance, one might claim
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that the Immigration Act deserves to be accorded status as a “super-statute.” Bill Eskridge and John Ferejohn have argued that such a law is an ambitious one that:

(1) seeks to establish a new normative or institutional framework for state policy and (2) over time does “stick” in the public culture such that (3) the super-statute and its institutional or normative principles have a broad effect on the law—including an effect beyond the four corners of the statute.  

A law that qualifies as a super-statute should be construed “liberally and purposively,” the two contend.

For Eskridge and Ferejohn, the Civil Rights Act of 1964 is the quintessential super-statute because it “embodies a great principle (antidiscrimination), was adopted after an intense political struggle and normative debate and has over the years entrenched its norm into American public life, and has pervasively affected federal statutes and constitutional law.” They make no mention of the Immigration Act of 1965. The first two conditions seem to be satisfied, though more work would have to be done to establish that the Immigration Act has to a similar degree influenced governance in the institutional and normative sense that they describe. If so, the idea is that normatively, other doctrines should bend to facilitate the faithful application of a law rendered during a moment of intense popular mobilization.

To say that the Immigration Act of 1965 is part of the civil rights revolution is not to say that changes to immigration law can never be made. That would be absurd. Instead, it is simply to point out that the Immigration Act shares certain core principles embodied in other landmark laws. It also underscores that any changes to the essential character of immigration law and enforcement policy should come from Congress, while claims of populist presidents to embody the wishes of the people when acting alone should be treated with skepticism.

How far this legal transformation goes will depend upon what upcoming national elections bring, how federal judges react to the raft of lawsuits against the administration, and how firmly and cleverly the Democratic Party defends the precepts of the 1965 Immigration Act against the challenge of Trumpism. Trump’s almost certain impeachment in the wake of explosive revelations that his allies sought foreign assistance to harm a political rival will weaken him, while emboldening
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institutions willing to resist his efforts, but not necessarily put an end to executive-based innovation in policymaking.\textsuperscript{121}

In broad strokes, as Tom Ginsburg and Aziz Huq point out, democracy in America remains at risk of "constitutional retrogression" given Trump’s "hostility to the institutional predicates of democracy."\textsuperscript{122} Trump’s removal from office would not be sufficient to repair the damage done; nor will it fix overnight the way institutions like the Department of Justice and the State Department have been disfigured by partisan and personal interests. What happens from here on out will tell us how durable our existing political settlements are. History tells us that there is always a period of institutional and popular resistance, as there should be, when a social movement or figure comes to power with visionary objectives. But that period of resistance varies, and when reformers push far enough for long enough, institutional resistance will end and become adaptation, as courts and other legal actors come to accept the terms of a new constitutional baseline.

We should assume that the same dynamic that weakens institutional resistance over time to populist leaders will respond in largely the same way by eventually accommodating populist-autocrats. On the other hand, democratic backsliding can still be reversed—or at least norms of governance can theoretically be returned to a pre-crisis state if intervention through election or some other change of power occurs. The Democrats’ flipping the Senate would ordinarily be a crucial change if it were to occur, but even if that institutional shift were to occur, Congress as a whole would still have to be able to overcome the vetoes of a populist-autocrat.

The basic point, however, remains: How we see the civil rights revolution, and what we do to keep it intact, is entirely up to us.
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